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Every Hero has an Origin.

The year was 1895. The setting, a small machine shop in Marshalltown, Iowa. Inside, by the
light of four gas lamps, a mild-mannered and neatly mustachioed inventor by the name
of Dave Lennox hammered the last piece of his revolutionary new furnace into place.
A furnace crafted not from cast iron, but from riveted steel. Dave knew that cast-iron furnaces had a tendency
to warp and crack over time, releasing harmful smoke and coal gases into homes across America.
And he thought we deserved better.
On that night, he was making more than a new type of home heating technology; he was making history, using not
only steel and rivets, but also innovation, sweat and determination. For it was on that night he realized his purpose.
As the last hammer blow fell, its spark momentarily illuminating the dim room, Dave felt a transformation taking
place deep within him…the emergence of his true calling. He was more than an inventor. More than a craftsman.
He was a champion to the shivering.
The next five years were spent preparing himself for his mission.
He augmented his vast knowledge of heating with extensive
research into human comfort. He desperately wanted to share
his innovations with the rest of the world. But he could
not do it alone. It was time to assemble his team.
That’s where you come in.
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The city
never rests.

It’s a tough world out there.
A world that needs heroes.

The city never rests. Somewhere out there,
someone is uncomfortable. Maybe they have
a blown compressor. Maybe they’re suffering
through an underpowered system. Or maybe
they have a furnace that’s got more creaks
and groans than a freight car.
Whatever the case, the public needs a hero. Someone with
the skill and expertise to service, repair and replace HVAC
equipment and restore the comfort upon which every
citizen depends. That hero is you. For you are a Lennox
Dealer. You know a better way to stay comfortable.
You know how to save money on utility bills. You know
what it’s like to have a system that doesn’t let you down.
And it’s up to you to let your city know they have a choice.
But you aren’t going to do it alone.
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A lone hero? Far from it.

Because you’re
in league with
the Extraordinaires —The
world’s most powerful team
of HVAC heroes.
Led by the legendary Captain Comfort, the
mysterious overall-wearing, hanky-carrying
champion of indoor perfection, this team of
superhuman experts travels the nation providing
ordinary people with extraordinary comfort, and saving
them from the misery of temperature extremes, improper
humidity, poor indoor air quality and energy waste.
At their disposal, they have a truly stunning array
of tools and resources that they will gladly
share with you to help you on your mission.
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you’re A hero with a
support system.

Welcome to
the team.
captain
Comfort

The Extraordinaires will give you the power of Lennox.
This means you’ll be tapped into the kind of unmatched product
innovation that can give you a serious edge in the marketplace.
It means you’ll deal with dedicated people who want to see you
succeed. And it means you’ll have an incredible array of
resources and programs behind you, including everything
from technician and sales training to logowear to the
24-hour convenience of the DaveNet®
e-Business Website.
the human furnace

Colonel cool
iMan

THE MAN FROM IAQ

SUNSTORM
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heroes with a solution
for everything.
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Leading the way in comfort
and innovation

Offering dependability,
efficiency and comfort

The Lennox line is anchored by the Dave Lennox
Signature® Collection, which offers industry-exclusive
and innovative products for the discriminating
homeowner who demands and is willing to pay
for the best of the best.

True to their name, Elite® Series products are a
cut above the norm. With impressive features and
capabilities, Elite Series products deliver both
exceptional comfort and outstanding energy
efficiency to meet your customers’ needs.

The city
IS IN PERIL.

On the surface, all seems
well in the city.

But if you look a little closer you may see
living rooms full of miserable citizens.
Innocents faced with another muggy, sticky
summer of damp clothes and sleepless nights.
Or another uncomfortable winter filled with
drafts, layers of sweaters and sudden chills.
It’s no way to live. Especially when there’s a team of
champions to take up their cause. Heroes of the people
and for the people. The Extraordinaires.
The villains of discomfort and waste may do their worst,
but Captain Comfort and his team will always thwart them
with the power of the Lennox® product lineup, featuring
innovations like the SunSource® Home Energy System.
The SLP98V Variable Capacity Furnace, the most efficient
and quietest furnace you can buy. The new go-anywhere
Ductless Mini-Split Systems. And the new mighty icomfort
Wi-Fi,™ the thermostat that can allow remote thermostat
control through the Cloud.
With standouts like these, you’ll save the day every time.
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Heating

The epic battle between The
Human Furnace And Cold Snap.

A hatred of heat. That’s what motivates Cold Snap to do his nefarious deeds.
A seemingly normal childhood soon became unbearable due to a chronic sweating
problem, sending a young Cold Snap underground in search of a drier, cooler existence.
Unfortunately, decades beneath the surface have
driven Cold Snap over the edge, and now he’s back
with a mission: to make the entire world his unpleasant,
uncomfortable chilly playground. Standing in his way is the
Extraordinaire with the heat to beat. The mighty Human Furnace.
Once a 98.2-pound weakling with zero body fat and a constant case
of the shivers, the Human Furnace used his mastery of technology
and modulating gas valves to create a
suit that would supply him with all
the warmth he’d need, plus a lot
more to share with the world.
These two epic individuals
now wage an ongoing battle
for control of the nation’s
comfort, a battle that you can
help win with the amazing
heating products offered
by Lennox.
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Cooling

It’s a tough WORLD.
But you’re cool under
pressure with Colonel Cool.

As a young lad with a thirst for knowledge and
adventure, Mason Cool’s early life was filled with
feats of academic and athletic prowess.
At the age of 18 he enlisted in the Earth Exploration Corps to map
dangerous, uncharted new lands. One fateful day, while exploring a
previously undiscovered chain of islands in the Pacific, he was bitten
by a rare Lepidoptera sudatoria, the Subtropical Sweating
Moth. Overnight, his body temperature rose by 10 degrees,
putting him into a permanent state of uncomfortable
warmth and humidity. Thanks to his advanced knowledge
of phase change cooling, he was able to create the
prototype for what would become the R410Armor,
the powerful suit that keeps him cool. Today, he uses
his powerful suit to preserve his own comfort, while
bringing welcome relief to those around him.
Standing in his way is perhaps the hottest man in
town, but not in a good way: Heat Wave, a being from
another planet with the ability to generate heat and
humidity to wilt his foes. He finds the Earth to be
a little chilly for his tastes, and seeks to create an
uncomfortably warm paradise for the people of
his planet to invade.
Colonel Cool isn’t about to let that happen, and their
constant struggle remains a battle of thermometric
proportions with the comfort of the entire planet
at stake.
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cooling is my
call of duty.

